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FA95 ACTION-WORDS FOR BODY PARTS IN SHAHAPTIN

First, and probably central to all others, is the awareness that meaning is
not “in” words. Meaning is in people, and whatever meanings words have are
assigned or ascribed to them y people. To put it simply. we do not “get” rnn’qg
from words (or symbols) and “events” we gy meaning to them. People cannot
give meaning to that which is not already in their experr1cL. cthewisc it is
meaningless. To talk about what words mean rather than what people mean
obscures rather than clarifies the relationship between language and meaning.

A second concept, closely related to the first, is the awareness that words
are not what they apparently refer to. Man’s most primitive traits is to respond to
the symbols he invents as if they are whatever it is that he invented them to
symbolize. Thus, in the Shahaptin languages, words were invented to correlate
with the ethnology of Washington, Idaho, and Oregon Shahaptins. (This series
will continue).
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